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Introduction

This text is derived from the ongoing doctoral thesis titled Salsa nómada. 
Estudio etnográfico sobre los espacios musicales, bailables e itinerantes 
de la salsa brava en Barcelona [nomadic salsa. ethnographic study of the 
musical, danceable and itinerant salsa brava spaces in barcelona]. i will 
begin by presenting a brief conceptualisation of salsa brava and describ-
ing the existing salsa scenes in barcelona, which will then provide me 
with more tools for establishing analogies between the researched other 
and the otherness that salsa brava represents in barcelona. i will then go 
on to explain a few of the analytical categories that are used as theo-
retical supports for this research, and which suggest the presence of an 
explicit other and others in terms of splitting as a methodological strat-
egy. Finally, i will present a summary and a bibliography of the text. 
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Salsa was reproduced 
in large South 
American cities, 
featuring a major 
presence of Afro-
descendants from 
whose original 
continent came some 
of the musical, social 
and cultural influences 
that made salsa’s origin 
in new york possible

1. characterised more “by its musical 
practices than by its specific con-
tent”: 
“in this respect it constitutes an 
open expression – dynamic, varied, 
free, indeterminate. its open natu-
re of dialogical dynamic tension 
is manifested in the expression 
that became popularised as a 
cry of identity in the beginnings 
of the musical movement: ¡Salsa 
y control! This call to the inten-
sity of the expression through 
sound evokes many of its nume-
rous internal dialogues: expressive 
frenzy and restrained establishing, 
rhythmic discharge and measured 
ostinato, improvisation and tradi-
tion" (Quintero, 1998: 21)

2 with respect to this reaffirmation 
and hybridisation with the school-
danceable scene, see the progress 
made in isabel llano’s (2008) 
research on immigration, danceable 
and latin music in barcelona.  

Salsa brava: a conceptualisation of the subject under 
study

The term “salsa brava” refers to the music that emerged in new york in 
the late 1960s, a product of the first and, particularly, second generation 
South American diaspora. This diaspora mixed its hispano-caribbean musi-
cal heritage (i.e. son, plena and bomba) with north American music (jazz, 
rock, soul, etc.), thus creating “a way of making music1” (Quintero, 1998: 
21) that was at the same time dislocated from and consistent with its age:

“its free combination of genres and fusions turned the salsa move-
ment into a highly heterogeneous sound and dance movement. in 
fact, it represented a bastion for the value of the de-centred nature 
of “mulatto” music and an acknowledgement of, and argument for, 
the importance of heterogeneity, precisely at a time in history when 
a model of accumulation based on unitary and centralised mass pro-
duction was causing a crisis” (Quintero, 2009: 169). 

Salsa was reproduced in large South American cities, featuring a major 
presence of Afro-descendants from whose original continent came some 
of the musical, social and cultural influences that made salsa’s origin in 
new york possible. however, the adjective “brava” [‘fierce’ or ‘angry’] 
has since then been used to allude (as carlos elías notes) to the songs’ 
subject matter (social inequality, racism, marginalisation), musical aes-
thetics (polyrhythms, off-beats, harmonic variations) and to a specific 
political stance (support for the interests of subordinated sectors) (2010). 
likewise, it has been used to differentiate salsa brava from other styles 
that have characterised the age of commercial salsa music (i.e. erótica, 
romántica, timba) that reached a turning point in the late 1990s when 
the commercialisation of this music resulted in danceable styles that were 
imposed by dance schools. 

Salsa scenes: the state of the field of study 

based on the “here and now” and terms of cultural distinction (bourdieu 
1999), a number of different existing salsa scenes have been located 
in barcelona. The term “scene” is conceived and created by richard 
peterson and Andy benet, through identities that are fluid and inter-
changeable, not exclusive and complementary (2004:3); that is, part of 
the audience and the practices identified with a scene can be found in 
other scenes through processes of identity negotiation. having said that, 
i classify salsa scenes in the following way:

•	The school-danceable salsa scene: particularly widespread in 
catalonia and basically divided into two macro-styles: casino cubano 
and línea norteamericana. in general, these are dances with precon-
ceived, acrobatic steps and moves, learnt previously at dance schools, 
and that form part of the globalisation of the salsa industry.

•	The latina music scene: especially popular among people from 
ecuador, peru, the dominican republic and colombia, among other 
countries, and which features different styles of salsa, together with 
genres such as reggaetón, merengue, bachata, etc. it is also a scene 
that features a strong reaffirmation of the South American working 
classes2.
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Foreigners and local 
people escape the 
frames of time and 
space by allowing 
themselves to be 
possessed by the 
power of the music 
and of everything it 
evokes

3. The term used by iñigo Sánchez 
(2008) in his doctoral thesis to 
describe the musical practices and 
construction of cubanía through a 
study of three cuban nightlife spa-
ces in barcelona.

4. For a general view, see (linares, 
1998-1999), and for a local view, 
see (Marfà, 2008) and (Gasol, 
2010).

•	The Cuban music scene: features significant presence of cubans 
as well as catalans, and genres of danceable cuban music such as 
rumba, son, timba, and “rutas del cubaneo3”.

•	The gypsy salsa scene: a type of salsa basically created by and for 
Gypsies, which includes salsa of different styles and origins combined 
with flamenco elements, thereby enhancing the historical and musical 
links between Spain and the caribbean4.

•	The salsa brava scene: particularly popular among a sector of the 
colombian and Venezuelan diaspora, as well as catalans, in which 
the scene is exclusively dedicated to salsa brava, and to a great extent 
through the practised use of open spaces (lefebvre, 1974; certau, 2000; 
delgado, 1999, 2002, 2003) which, at the same time, serve as a kind of 
“no-places” (Auge, 2000) owing to their temporary, itinerant nature. 

Salsa brava: dislocation, possession and “subalternity”

The low economic returns generated by those who follow salsa brava 
(such as university students, artists and salaried workers), together with 
the strict regulations enforced on nightlife spaces in barcelona, has made 
it difficult for places to exist where people can dance to salsa, listen 
to live music and drink alcohol. This has led to the transformation and 
temporary adaptation of different spaces: using halls for other kinds of 
music, restaurants, associations and suchlike as a venue for salsa, but 
which only serves to prolong the dislocation of those using it.

This dislocation takes place in a dual direction: South American people, 
in a diaspora situation, who use salsa brava in barcelona, and catalans, 
in a non-diaspora situation, who use this music that originated on 
another continent. Furthermore, both experience another dislocation 
that goes beyond space and makes use of time, in that the music they 
use has already had its commercial boom, and those who still listen to it, 
play and dance to it – in their own way – tend to champion the idea that 
better times were had in the past. 

in this way, foreigners and local people escape the frames of time and 
space by allowing themselves to be possessed by the power of the music 
and of everything it evokes. if the urban context in which they live does 
not provide places where they can relive their music, then they appropri-
ate them, negotiate them and create their own spaces. once the refuge 
has been created, the escape is prolonged, and they are no longer ‘he’ 
or ‘she’, they become El Molestoso or Mama Inés - names from salsa 
songs or other similar styles that have been adopted by or assigned to 
people who, when they arrive at the scene, dress up as their respective 
characters, let themselves go and meet up again with this or that other 
which determines their escape, and makes them part of a “lived thea-
tre” (leiris, 2007 [1934]) and a “ritual comedy” (Metraux, 1963) which 
“requires the reconstruction of certain body codes” (Sevilla, 1998).

here, once again, the old imposes itself and disguises itself with the mantle 
of the new. The theories that explain ancient rituals of ecstasy practised by 
African societies and Afro-descendant communities are presented as analyti-
cal categories that enable us to link a specific religious culture with a specific 
musical culture (of which it is a representation, negation or surrogate), and 
with a specific social context of which they represent an adaptive instrument. 
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Those who follow 
salsa brava escape 
from other scenes and 
create their own. when 
they become victims 
of commercial and/or 
police mobbing, they 
begin their nomadic 
travels again, thereby 
granting subalternity 
a new nature, in that 
while “the subaltern 
cults are cults of 
subalterns”

however, to return to my previous statements:  

“[…] what the individual engaging in ecstasy rituals desires is 
not so much to increase his subjectivity, but to get rid of it, as the 
main obstacle encountered by his knowledge in its itinerant state. 
exulting the self is not what is taking place here, but rather aban-
doning it and relinquishing it, as an indispensable requirement for 
commencing a pullulation in the course of which someone that is 
not me meets up with me, without my having searched for them, 
but whom i had hoped to meet. This or that Other is me, but it’s 
not me, since it is a stranger who travels by my side, or who enters 
my body to possess me” (delgado, 1992: 112-113).

within this splitting process, salsa brava exists as a kind of peripheral 
cult. The central or dominant cults are those that take place in the rest 
of the salsa scenes in barcelona, but which possess greater dominance 
and positioning, such as the school-danceable salsa scene. Meanwhile, 
salsa brava exists as the least-recognised, lacking as it does a space of 
its own and possessing as it does a surplus of a low bodily control, or 
rather “of an other control of the body” (Giobellina, 1994: 117) in 
that the body functions as a “vehicle for the divine” (heusch, 1973: 
255):

“[…] the gods appear on earth, they incarnate, they ride the 
faithful, they make them shiver and tingle, jump and skip, they 
lend him their voice: the worshipper’s own personality is erased; 
he does not resist the invasion of the divine persona. The priest 
is nothing but the organiser of a ritual spectacle in which the 
actors cannot hide from their vocation: they are selected or chosen 
(ibid.)”.

And through this choice, the religions or practices that evoke this 
possession become conduits for “different types of social conflicts” 
(Giobellina, 1986: 170). in this case, the salsa periphery only channels 
its status of subalternity “[…] thereby marking its nature as being both 
marginal and dependent. Marginal because of the exclusion to which 
they are subjected and because of the criteria used to describe them 
as such; and dependent, in the sense that they cannot escape the 
power of the values that challenge them, as these values represent the 
insurmountable factum according to which the different subordinate 
responses are reorganised” (Giobellina, 2003: 51).

This is how, to a great extent, those who follow salsa brava escape from 
other scenes and create their own. when they become victims of com-
mercial and/or police mobbing, they begin their nomadic travels again, 
thereby granting subalternity a new nature, in that while “the subaltern 
cults are cults of subalterns” (Giobellina and González, 2000: 54), this 
does not take place in an exclusive or homogeneous way. Those who 
follow salsa brava are typically bohemian and intellectual; at some salsa 
brava fiestas there are more university students and entrepreneurs than 
workers or artists with insecure incomes. in this way, subalternity is 
reshaped and goes from being a social enclave to become a musical one 
that flees and creates its own time and space, or rather its own “way of 
being” (rouget, 1968: 1340) through music.
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5. in the song, the ‘madame’ is an 
old witch who uses her  divina-
tory powers to rob her clients, 
and is personified by blades, 
who experiences his own split-
ting: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=o49jewgmFug

6. Fragments from the diary of 
Madame Kalalú, 8 March 2011.

Personal splitting as a methodological strategy 

“i’m putting on the music at a salsa fiesta for the first time. i need 
a name. i never needed one as a dance teacher and a cultural 
promoter, but as a dj i must have one […] i’ll call myself: Madame 
Kalalú, after the witch in the song by rubén blades5 […] but i’ll be 
different, i’ll create a new interior and exterior version of her6”. 

Through this testimony, we can sense that, even without a name or 
a personification, Madame Kalalú had always been present. even 
though she had not been called by that name, a character existed that 
came into play on entering the salsa scene, that same person who 
had played the role of dancer, dance teacher, event promoter and per-
formance dj. other characters played by this person on entering the 
academic scene have included the roles of student, doctoral student 
and ethnographer specialising in the study of salsa in barcelona. To 
create an analogy with jackson’s arguments, the role exists in relation 
to others: “we have as many ‘i’s’ as we have others that recognise us, 
and bear our image in their minds” (jackson, in carman, 2006: 43). 

Through this process of recognition, a methodological strategy was 
embarked upon to create distances between the researcher and the 
subjects studied, including herself. likewise, this helped to over-
come what is known as “research fatigue”, a sensation inherent to 
many studies, and which is intensified when one forms part of what 
is being analysed, and even more so when that person has taken a 
long time to acknowledge that the researcher’s presence is intrinsic 
to any research study, whether it be ethnographic in nature, auto-
ethnographic (esteban, 2004; ellis and bochner, 2004) or experimental 
(pallini, 2011); that is, that it combines both the experience of others 
and of that ‘i’ that forms part of the others. 

Amidst this new panorama, the ethnographer who always questioned 
her scientific abilities feels that she has become reconciled with the 
discipline, not to say disciplined herself. Madame Kalalú’s disorder 
seems to put in order the work of the person containing her. likewise, 
she invites her to come into contact with theories that link up the field 
of ethnomusicology with that of religious and urban anthropology.  

“The music is […] essentially identificatory […] the language the 
music speaks is understood by all, and each person decodes it 
at this or her own level. it is through this music, and through 
de dance to witch it gives rise, that recognition of the divinity’s 
presence is conveyed to the entire group, a recognition that is 
indispensable because it authenticates the trance [...] Music thus 
appears as the principal means of socializing trance […] of exte-
riorizing his [the dancer’s) trance. it is at this stage that music is 
indispensable. why? because it is the only language that speaks 
simultaneously, if i may put it so, to the head and the legs, 
because it is through music that the group provides the entranced 
person with a mirror in which he can read the image of his bor-
rowed identity; and because it is the music that enables him to 
reflect this identity back again to the group in the form of dance” 
(rouget, 1985: 323, 325-326).
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The observer who 
opts for that which is 
called ‘participating 
observation’, who 
participates by 
observing, uses 
himself as a recording 
instrument

7. Fragments from the diary of 
Madame Kalalú, 6 April 2009.

Furthermore, the assessment of the personal experience, as a “bor-
rowed identity” encouraged me to explore the French ethnographic 
tradition, represented by authors such as Metraux (1963), leiris (2007 
[1934]) and Griaule (1987), who incorporated elements of their 
personal lives, and which many authors consider to be subjective in 
research. A point which Fernando Giobellina questions very well with 
the following comment:  

“The observer who opts for that which is called ‘participating obser-
vation’, who participates by observing, uses himself as a recording 
instrument. in other words, his (my) ideal is that of a kind of control-
led schizophrenia: the brain divided into two halves; one that thinks, 
believes, feels and reacts like the ‘natives’; the other which maintains 
one’s own values and which watches his cranial neighbour out of the 
corner of his eye. To a large extent, it is oneself that one is question-
ing when it comes to writing the report that speaks of the other into 
whom one should have converted oneself. paradoxical as it might 
seem, objectivity involves introspection” (Giobellina 2003: 278).

So that what anthropology has always championed is personal 
knowledge through a knowledge of otherness (ibid.: 17). Thus, the 
difference between studies in which there is deep involvement of what 
is personal and others where this is concealed, is that in the former, 
the ‘i’ is violated, and in the latter, it is protected (pratis in carman, 
2006: 48). Thus the research study acquires a dual methodological 
complexity, through which the author confronts herself doubly. 

The Other and the Others in the field 

based on the fact that the methodological strategy used in this 
research study has been of the performative type, i should point out 
that the character Madame Kalalú keeps a diary. in it, she tells of what 
happens when she goes out to dance salsa; it tells of her yearnings, 
her successes, her contradictions and, very subtly, her unsuccessful 
love affairs. Sometimes her prose is rebellious and flirts with poetry, 
as we can see from the following extract, in which she describes the 
night she went out to the salsa dance hall Antilla, and where she 
noticed changes in the venue’s coding and its audience:

“The most sublime night at the Antilla was a day without a day. it 
was a Sunday that didn’t seem like a Sunday, it was a Sunday with 
Thursday people, or perhaps a cosmopolitan Sunday holiday. it was 
during easter of 2009 when, in the words of Sofía (a.k.a. ‘Triste y 
Vacía’), some come and others go, or rather some take a rest and 
others get stronger. it was a day of the necessary people: neither 
too many, nor too few; of people who were into the music that the 
dj gifted to their bodies that day, bodies melted together in each 
piece, in each gaze and in each correspondence, bodies given over 
to the beautiful art of making love while dancing, listening and shar-
ing with those who were there and who weren’t there, with those 
who left us sweaty, thirsty and with a desire for more, with a desire 
to carry on learning, to carry on sublimating and knowing that that 
night was special because it was the night of the freed bodies, of 
bodies without days7”.
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8. This fiesta forms part of the following 
salsa-brava category: “Fiestas run by 
djs”, where there may also be a Vj 
or video screenings, and where you 
can go to dance, listen to music and 
share with salseros bravos and others 
not so bravos (González, 2011). The 
other categories that have been 
identified to date are "encounters 
with music lovers"; "presentations 
of live music"; "Salsa brava classes"; 
"concerts by international artistes"; 
radial programmes and "drink and 
food bars" (ibid.).

9. conversation with laura Farina, 25 
june 2011.

in light of this account, the ethnographic objective is to analyse it, in turn 
bearing in mind the link between “poetry and ethnology” (Giobellina, 
2005: 40): 

“both, in effect, have a similar capacity to make human reality clear, 
to dissolve illusions at the same time as reclaiming all the value of 
that mythical nature, of revealing truth. in this sense, just like poetry, 
ethnology creates a space for reversing the system which is, so to 
speak, carnavalizing. but every carnival has its lent: poetry takes 
its place in the pantheon and ethnology institutionalises it. levity 
becomes wisdom, liberty becomes subjection” (ibid.: 41).

in the case of Madame’s poetic account, this needs to be compared with 
the testimonies of other followers of salsa brava who do not identify 
themselves with certain spots and danceable practices that form part 
of other scenes. Moreover, those who have ended up becoming evoca-
tors of what goes on, and what they have begun to miss, in the dance 
halls in South America where salsa brava is played regularly, and where 
collective use of it can be made any day of the week. in this context, i 
will include the testimony of laura Farina, a Venezuelan who regularly 
attends the monthly fiestas that form part of the salsa brava scene. She 
admits that she did not use to dance salsa in Venezuela, though she 
sometimes went with a few friends to Maní (also known as the ‘Temple 
of Salsa’ in caracas), but in fact she liked other kinds of music, and was 
not the type of person who depended on salsa, as is the case of the 
nomadic “family” to which Madame Kalalú belonged to in barcelona. 
Knowing as she did that in this city there is a travelling fiesta (party) that 
adapts to different scenarios (namely Entren que caben 1008), where this 
research is based, where they play commercial salsa brava and where you 
can dance without needing to have taken dancing classes, has helped 
laura to palliate her homesickness and, as an analogy, she uses a typical 
meal from this and other regions of South America as an example: 

“every Sunday i used to eat arepa in Venezuela; when i arrived here 
that changed, but knowing that i could go to the supermarket and 
buy flour to make and eventually eat arepas has helped to soothe my 
homesickness. More or less the same happened to me with salsa – 
knowing that there is a monthly fiesta where i can dance salsa brava 
is reassuring for me. even so, while it’s true that i wasn’t very much 
into salsa when i was in Venezuela, what happens to me here is that 
when i go out to dance salsa, i experience it more intensely, perhaps 
because it’s more commonplace back home, and here it’s more dif-
ficult to find9”. 

but the search can result in a loss. Laura Farina, a name taken from 
another song by rubén blades, is another character in this thesis; one of 
her everyday roles is that of a student doing a Master’s in international 
cooperation who has found a refuge – just like Madame Kalalú did – at 
Entren que caben 100, and who has devolved the location of her name 
to ethnography, as part of a process of discursive and investigative 
homogenisation. on the subject of Laura, i should add that she has not 
been seen lately, as the monthly fiestas she used to go to a few months 
ago have now stopped. And so, followers of salsa brava have had to 
wait, or move to some other space where their dislocation, possession 
and “subalternity” are extended.
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All research is 
introspective. The 
difference between 
those who champion 
the objective and 
those who favour the 
subjective is that in 
the former, the “i” is 
protected, while in the 
second, it is violated

Summary

•	Salsa brava first emerged from a context represented by spatial 
and musical dislocation. The former, characterised by the South 
American diaspora in new york; and the latter, by that diaspora’s 
need to create a music in which the musical past and present were 
combined to challenge the dominant model of production through 
“a way of making music” that is heterogeneous and de-centred. 
over the course of time, this “way of making” added the term 
“brava” in order to differentiate this style of salsa from others that 
have formed part of salsa’s commercialisation, and which have now 
been eclipsed by dance styles that have turned salsa into a global 
phenomenon. 

•	 when we talk about salsa in barcelona, we could be talking simul-
taneously about several different salsas, hence we must bear in 
mind that there are several different salsa scenes in this city, which 
are interconnected but have significant identifying features. These 
features are represented through danceable and musical practices, 
as well as a public which, through “the distinction”, has given 
rise to the school-danceable scene, the “latina” music scene, 
the cuban music scene, the gypsy salsa scene and the salsa brava 
scene.

•	The salsa brava scene has been created through the practised use of 
the urban space and the music that expresses its dislocation in a var-
ied way; in other words, salsa nomadism is not only inherent to the 
physical space, but also the human. Those who follow salsa brava in 
barcelona are nomads because they do not have any fixed venues, and 
because they form part of a bidirectional diaspora in which there are 
people who have travelled with their music to distant lands, and oth-
ers who have adopted the music from those lands. likewise, they are 
nomads because they change their name: most of them adopt a char-
acter within the scene and, even if they do not do so expressly, their 
behaviour and practices change when the entertainment begins. here, 
the art of possession comes into play; “i is other”, and that other 
denotes his/her assumption of a perhaps imaginary subalternate condi-
tion, as salsa brava does not act as a dominant cult, but rather as an 
assumed cult, which takes the form of resistance to other new dance-
able and musical fashions.  

•	All research is introspective. The difference between those who cham-
pion the objective and those who favour the subjective is that in the 
former, the “i” is protected, while in the second, it is violated. That is 
how this research study presents a balance between the two tenden-
cies from the collective and individual otherness. From a consideration 
of others who contribute their experience in the construction of knowl-
edge, and from the actual experience assumed as the other through 
theoretical and methodological suggestion.  

•	The techniques used in this research are conventional in nature 
(field diaries, informal conversations, etc.); the peculiarity is that 
the others have a character, a kind of salsa pseudonym through 
which they see themselves represented within the scene of which 
they form part and parcel. in the case of my own character, she 
has a diary, whose fragments (together with fragments of inter-
views with other characters) reveal that salsa brava, represented 
through the people on which this research is based, are subject to 
a threefold condition: dislocation, possession and “subalternity”.
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